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Research Note 

 

Research note: Examining false beliefs about voter fraud in 
the wake of the 2020 Presidential Election 
 
The 2020 U.S. Presidential Election saw an unprecedented number of false claims alleging election fraud 
and arguing that Donald Trump was the actual winner of the election. Here we report a survey exploring 
belief in these false claims that was conducted three days after Biden was declared the winner. We find 
that a majority of Trump voters in our sample – particularly those who were more politically 
knowledgeable and more closely following election news – falsely believed that election fraud was 
widespread and that Trump won the election. Thus, false beliefs about the election are not merely a fringe 
phenomenon. We also find that Trump conceding or losing his legal challenges would likely lead a majority 
of Trump voters to accept Biden’s victory as legitimate, although 40% said they would continue to view 
Biden as illegitimate regardless. Finally, we found that levels of partisan spite and endorsement of violence 
were equivalent between Trump and Biden voters. 
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Research questions 
• In the run-up to the 2020 U.S. Presidential Election, false statements about alleged election fraud 

– particularly with respect to mail-in voting – have been widespread. Using a survey fielded 
immediately after the election was called in favor of Biden, we investigate the extent to which 
voters held false beliefs about voter fraud and the election outcome, as well as the potential 
consequences of such false beliefs. 

• What factors might lead Trump voters to accept Biden as the next President of the United States? 

• What do people expect that they would do if Biden is inaugurated and Trump does not concede? 

• What characteristics are correlated with holding false beliefs about the election and voter fraud 
among Trump and Biden voters? 
 
 

 
 
1A publication of the Shorenstein Center for Media, Politics and Public Policy, at Harvard University, John F. Kennedy School of 

Government. 
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Research note summary  
• In a survey run on November 10th, three days after the election was called in favor of Biden by 

mainstream media outlets, we asked 617 Trump voters and 1,036 Biden voters (quota-matched 
to the national distribution on age, gender, ethnicity, and region) about their beliefs related to 
the election. 

• Despite a lack of any meaningful evidence of systemic election fraud, a majority of Trump voters 
believed that fraud is common in U.S. elections (>77%), and that Trump won the 2020 election 
(>65%).  

• Although only 22% of Trump voters believed Biden’s win to be legitimate at the time of the survey, 
another 21% said they would be convinced of Biden’s legitimacy either by Trump losing his legal 
challenges or by Trump conceding, another 6% would be convinced by Trump losing his legal 
challenges but not by him conceding, and another 11% would be convinced by Trump conceding 
but not by him losing his legal challenges. The final 40% of Trump voters said they would remain 
unconvinced of the legitimacy of Biden’s win in either case. 

• Partisan spite and endorsement of political violence were equivalent between Trump and Biden 
voters, and rejected by a majority of voters for both candidates. Most Trump voters (88%) also 
indicated that they would not protest if Trump does not concede and Biden is nonetheless 
inaugurated as President. Trump voters who were more politically knowledgeable and focused on 
election news held more false beliefs, whereas those who were more reflective had more 
accurate beliefs. 

 

Implications  
 
For months leading up to the 2020 U.S. Presidential Election, false claims about potential voter fraud have 
been common on the political right (Lytvynenko & Silverman, 2020a; Zadrozny, 2020a). These claims only 
seemed to increase once Donald Trump’s early lead on election night started to decrease as mail-in ballots 
were counted, ultimately leading the election to be called in Biden’s favor several days later (Lytvynenko 
& Silverman, 2020b; Zadrozny, 2020b). Trump himself was responsible for dozens of false and misleading 
claims about the prevalence of election fraud in the U.S. and the outcome of the 2020 election in the days 
preceding this survey (Funke et al., 2020; Kessler & Rizzo, 2020). Examples included false claims that voting 
machines fraudulently switched votes to Biden, that large numbers of Trump ballots were destroyed, and 
that Republican election officials were unduly restricted from observing polling stations (leading to 
malfeasance). Furthermore, although the “news” branch of Fox News followed other mainstream media 
outlets and called the election for Biden, several of the hosts in the “opinion” branch of Fox News (such 
as Sean Hannity) parroted Trump’s false election fraud claims (Darcy, 2020) as did news sources further 
on the right (e.g., Breitbart, Newsmax, One America News Network). As of this writing, no evidence for 
systemic election fraud has been produced and the various legal challenges have all been rejected by 
courts (Williams, 2020). Thus, these false claims constitute misinformation – that is, as information that 
is false, inaccurate, or misleading (Wardle, 2018). 

Here, we investigate the extent to which voters believe these false claims about election fraud and, 
more importantly, about who won the 2020 election. To shed some light on this question, we conducted 
a survey run on November 10th, three days after the election was called for Biden by all major news 
organizations. Consistent with other contemporary polls (Bump, 2020; Laughlin & Shelburne, 2020; 
Mitchell, Jurkowitz, Oliphant, & Shearer, 2020; but see Kahn, 2020), we found that false beliefs about 
election fraud and a Trump victory were widespread among Trump voters. We also found that a majority 
of Trump voters would view Biden as legitimate if Trump loses his various court challenges and/or 
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concedes the election (although a strong minority – 40% - would continue to view Biden as illegitimate 
regardless). Moreover, few voters on either side expressed high levels of partisan spite or endorsement 
of political violence, although of course it only takes a few individuals with a willingness to engage in 
violence to have a very large negative impact.  

Interestingly, we find that Trump voters with higher levels of basic political knowledge and 
engagement with election news were more likely to hold false beliefs about the election, while the 
opposite was true of Biden voters. Yet analytic thinking was associated with more accurate beliefs about 
the election outcome among Trump voters. These results speak to the ongoing debate about whether 
cognitive sophistication is associated with increased political polarization (Kahan, 2013; Kahan et al., 2017) 
or increased accuracy (Pennycook & Rand, 2019b), highlighting to need to differentiate between political 
knowledge and analytic thinking per se. 

Finally, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of our study. First, our sample of Trump voters 
was comparatively small – although reassuringly, a similar survey we conducted the day before the 
election was called for Biden (not reported here for brevity) showed very similar results. Second, we used 
a quota-based sample rather than a probability sample (i.e., our sample is matched to national 
demographics on some factors, rather than being truly representative); and more generally, the poor 
performance of 2020 election polls has raised issues with non-representativeness in survey respondents. 
Our sample may be missing a segment of particularly strong Trump supporters who avoid surveys. Third, 
responses to some of our questions (e.g., about political violence) may be muted by social desirability 
concerns – although it is also possible that Trump’s rhetoric may have made his supporters less shy about 
violating previously-hold norms (e.g., Clayton et al., 2020).  

Of course, our data do not test whether our participants’ false beliefs about the election were caused 
by misinformation per se, versus being a feature of political polarization more generally. Indeed, prior 
work shows that people often view the opposing candidate as illegitimate (albeit not as levels as extreme 
as reported here) (Edelson et al., 2017). Be that as it may, the extremely common false beliefs that we 
report are deeply concerning, and unlikely to go away any time soon. 
 

Findings 
 
Beliefs about election fraud are very prevalent among Trump voters 
 
In our sample of 617 Trump voters and 1,036 Biden voters, we found a high prevalence of skepticism 
about the election among the former but not the latter. First – despite a lack of evidence to this effect 
(e.g., Corasaniti, Epstein, & Rutenberg, 2020; Fahrenthold, Viebeck, Brown, & Helderman, 2020) – 
substantial majorities of Trump voters believe that voting in the U.S. is prone to fraud and is not 
safe/reliable (see Figure 1). Furthermore, these differences are even larger when focusing specifically on 
mail-in voting – a major locus of misinformation leading up to the election (Alba, 2020). For example, 77% 
of the Trump voters indicated believing that voting is prone to fraud (35% strongly agreed) and 78% 
believed mail-in voting is prone to fraud (46% strongly agreed). Only 26% of Biden voters believe voting 
to be prone to fraud (27% for mail-in voting).  
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Figure 1. Belief in voter fraud. Percent of Biden (blue) versus Trump (red) voters who believe that voting (left panel) and 

specifically mail-in voting (right panel) is prone to fraud (top panel) or safe/reliable (bottom panel). 

 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, there was a large partisan divide in beliefs about the election outcome. 
When we asked participants to rate on a sliding scale from 0-100 who they believe won the election (0 = 
Definitely Biden, 100 = Definitely Trump; see Figure 1), a majority of Trump voters (65%) believe that it is 
more likely that Trump won than Biden and 30% believe it to be very likely that Trump won (95% or higher 
on the 100-point scale). Remarkably, a majority of Trump voters (67%) even believe it to be likely that 
Trump won the popular vote (which Trump is likely to have lost by more than 5 million votes). This was 
not likely due to confusion, as the survey instructions clearly distinguished the electoral college from the 
popular vote (see Methods). In contrast, virtually all Biden voters believed that Biden won both the 
election and the popular vote. 
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Figure 2. Belief in who won the election. Majorities of Trump voters believe him to have won the election, whereas Biden voters 

are confident that Biden won the election. Participants were asked “Who do you believe won the 2020 Presidential Election?” 
(left panel) and responded on a scale from 0 (Definitely Joe Biden) to 100 (Definitely Donald Trump), with 50 indicating “It’s a 

toss-up”. This was counterbalanced across participants so that half of the time 0 = Definitely Donald Trump (these were 
converted to be the opposite for ease of reporting). Participants were also asked (right panel) “Whether or not they win the 
electoral college (and therefore the election), who do you believe got the most total votes (i.e., won the popular vote) in the 

2020 Presidential Election?” or “Whether or not they win the electoral college (and therefore the election), who do you believe 
got the most total legal votes (i.e. won the popular vote excluding any fraudulent ballots) in the 2020 Presidential Election?” – 
including the word “legal” did not have an impact on the results among Trump voters, t(1020) = .837, p = .403, or Biden voters, 

t(602) = 1.56, p = .119, and thus we collapsed across wordings in the figure. The order of the response scale was also 
counterbalanced across participants for the voting question. 

 

Would a Trump concession or legal defeats convince Trump voters to accept Biden as the President-elect? 
 
Next, we reminded participants that the major news organizations (e.g., Fox News, NBC, ABC, the 
Associated Press) called the election in favor of Biden, and asked if they believed that Biden was 
legitimately the next President. A majority of Trump voters (78%) did not agree (18.5% of which were 
uncertain; see Figure 3a). 

Given that only 22% of Trump voters agreed that Biden was legitimately elected, understanding what 
would increase the perceived legitimacy of Biden’s presidency among these voters is of central 
importance. As shown in Figure 3b and 3c, participants indicated that they would be substantially more 
accepting of the legitimacy of Biden’s presidency if either Trump lost his legal challenges (but did not 
concede), or if Trump conceded the election. Examining the joint distribution of responses, we find that 
22% of Trump voters were already convinced that Biden’s win is legitimate, 21% would be convinced 
either by Trump losing his legal challenges or conceding, 6% would be convinced by Trump losing his legal 
challenges but not by him conceding, 11% would be convinced by Trump conceding but not by him losing 
his legal challenges, and 40% would remain unconvinced in either case.  
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Figure 3. Testing the strength of the belief that Trump won. Few Trump voters believe that Biden has been legitimately elected 
President (22%). However, many Trump voters would view Biden’s Presidency as legitimate if Trump concedes (51%) or does not 

concede but loses his various legal challenges (46%). 

 
To summarize, most Trump voters believe him to have won the election despite the Biden having secured 
an electoral vote victory and there being a resounding lack of evidence for voter fraud (Corasaniti et al., 
2020; Fahrenthold et al., 2020). Furthermore, 40% of Trump voters in the sample are very resistant to 
viewing Biden as the legitimate President even if Trump were to concede or lose his legal challenges in 
court. 
  
Is widespread violence likely if Biden becomes President without Trump conceding? 
 
We now turn to the potential consequences of the contested election. In particular, we asked participants 
what they would do if Trump does not concede and Biden becomes President anyway (see Figure 4). 
Although most Trump voters indicated they would be upset (either privately and publicly; 66%), few 
indicated being willing to protest (either peacefully or non-peacefully; 12%). In fact, if anything, Biden 
voters indicating a stronger willingness to protest (20%), presumably because Trump failed to concede.  
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Figure 4. Forecasted behavior following the inauguration. Percent of Biden (blue) and Trump (red) voters forecasting different 

reactions to the hypothetical of Biden becoming President despite a lack of concession from Trump. Note that the question 
wording was not exactly as stated in the figure. 

 
Furthermore, we also found that levels of partisan spite and endorsement of political violence were 
relatively low. For example, substantial majorities of both Biden and Trump voters rejected the idea of 
hurting the opposition party even if it comes at the expense of the country as a whole (see Figure 5, top 
panel). The overall level of partisan spite did not differ between Biden and Trump voters, t(1376) = .501, 
p = .616. Relatedly, even larger majorities rejected indications of partisan violence (see Figure 5, bottom 
panel). The overall level of partisan violence was actually larger for Biden voters (M = 2.58, SD = 1.82) than 
Trump voters (M = 2.35, SD = 1.64), t(1173.5) = 2.36, p = .019 (using a correction for unequal variances), 
although this should be interpreted with caution as the difference was not significant when restricting to 
participants who passed both attention checks (see supplement). Furthermore, majorities of both Biden 
(63.5%) and Trump (56%) voters also rejected the idea of dividing the United States into two separate 
countries of blue and red states (with most strongly disagreeing), although Trump voters favored 
separation more than Biden votes, t(1208.3) = 3.48, p = .001 (using a correction for unequal variances). 

In summary, despite strong beliefs that Trump has won the election among Trump voters, levels of 
partisan spite and endorsement of political violence were equivalent to Biden voters and relatively low 
overall.  
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Figure 5. Partisan violence and spite. Percent of Biden (blue) and Trump (red) voters’ views on select questions relating to 
partisan spite (top panel) and violence (middle panel). A minority of both Trump and Biden voters wish to break the United 
States up along party lines (bottom panel). Note that the question wording has been slightly shortened here in some cases. 

 
Attitudes towards the media, political knowledge, engagement with election news, and cognitive 
reflection correlate with beliefs about the election among Trump voters 
 
Having established that many Trump voters believe that voting is prone to fraud and that Trump won the 
election, we turn to the factors that might explain variation in these beliefs (Table 1). Given the strong 
intercorrelation between vote fraud items (r’s > .52) and across the separate vote versus mail-in vote 
questions (r’s > .75), we created an overall belief in voter fraud measure (see Methods). Among both 
Biden and Trump voters, trusting mainstream news outlets other than Fox News (CNN, MSNBC, New York 
Times, Washington Post, NPR, CBS, ABC, NBC; see Methods) was associated with reduced belief that fraud 
is common in U.S. elections and that Trump won the 2020 election. Surprisingly, trust in conservative 
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news outlets that are both mainstream (Fox News2) and more fringe (Breitbart) was also (albeit more 
weakly) associated with reduced belief in election fraud and a Trump victory among Trump voters. 
 

Table 1. Correlations among major variables.  
 

 

Mainstream 
News Trust 

Fox News 
Trust 

Breitbart 
Trust 

Following 
Election News 

Political 
Knowledge 

Cognitive 
Reflection 

Trump 
Voters 

(a) Election fraud  -.410*** -.159*** -.092* .187*** .232*** .032 

(b) Trump won  -.348*** -.099* -.094* .165*** .117** -.080ϯ 

(c) Trump won vote -.255*** -.104* -.075 .154*** .097* -.143** 

(d) Accept Biden if 
Trump concedes? 

.305*** .130** .081 -.037 -.096* .106* 

(e) Accept Biden if 
Trump loses in 
court? 

.349*** .188*** .135** -.029 -.095* .097* 

Biden 
Voters 

(a) Election fraud  -.268*** .159*** .130*** -.291*** -.311*** -.085** 

 (b) Trump won  -.103** .094** .114*** -.155*** -.192*** -.085** 

 (c) Trump won vote -.115*** .129*** .136*** -.166*** -.182*** -.104** 

Partial correlations (rp) between various measures of interest and (a) belief that election fraud is prevalent in the U.S., (b) that 
Trump won the election, (c) that Trump won the popular vote, (d) accepting Biden as President if Trump concedes, and (e) 
accepting Biden as President if Trump loses election battles in court. Covariates: Age, education (less than college/college 

degree or higher), income level, ethnicity (white/non-white), and gender (male/female). NTrump = 354; NBiden = 939. ***p<.001, 
**p<.01, *p<.05, ϯp<.10. 

 
Higher levels of political knowledge (as measured using a fact-based test) and reported attention to 
election news were associated with increased belief in election fraud and a Trump victory among Trump 
voters. The opposite was observed among Biden voters. Thus, political knowledge and engagement were 
associated with increased political polarization, rather than accuracy. In contrast, cognitive reflection – a 
measures of one’s ability and disposition to think analytically (Frederick, 2005; Toplak et al., 2011) – was 
associated with a reduced belief that Trump won among Trump and Biden voters (these correlations are 
more robust among Trump when the analysis is restricted to individuals who passed the attention check 
questions; see supplement). Similar patterns also held when considering how media trust and political 
knowledge related to whether Trump voters would accept Biden as the President if Trump concedes or 
loses his various legal challenges – although following election news was not significantly correlated with 
these stances. Interestingly, contradicting past work relating to the 2016 election (Pennycook & Rand, 
2019a), Trump and Biden voters scored similarly on the CRT (t < 1, p = .649); furthermore, Trump voters 
scored higher on our political knowledge test than did Biden voters, (t = 4.74, p < .001).  
 

Methods 
 

A full breakdown of the methods is available in the supplementary materials. Full materials and data are 
available on OSF: https://osf.io/8ntxm/. 

We recruited a target of 2,000 participants on November 10th, 2020 via Lucid (Coppock & Mcclellan, 
2019), which quota-matches to the U.S. national distribution on age, gender, ethnicity, and region. In 
total, 2,667 participants entered the survey. However, to retain data quality, we included an open-ended 

 
 
2 It is noteworthy, of course, that Fox News had called the election for Biden at this time. Breitbart had not done so, however. 

https://osf.io/8ntxm/
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text response where participants had to correctly answer the following question to continue with the 
survey: “Puppy is to dog as kitten is to?”. In total, 470 participants failed this question and therefore did 
not contribute data. A further 179 participants did not finish the survey and were removed. The 
participants indicated voting in the following way: 617 voted for Trump, 1036 voted for Biden, 37 voted 
for a third-party candidate, 163 did not vote for reasons outside of their control, 94 who did not vote but 
could have, 30 who did not vote out of protest, and 41 who preferred not to say. See supplement for 
breakdown of demographic differences. 

Participants first indicated who they voted for and answered other political affiliation/ideology 
questions. This was followed by questions about who they believe to have won the election and opinions 
about fraud, after informing them that that “news organizations (e.g., Fox News, NBC, ABC, the Associated 
Press) have called the election in favor of Joe Biden”, they were asked the questions about Trump 
conceding/losing court challenges (Figure 3 – see supplement). Next, participants completed three 
partisan spite (Moore-Berg et al., 2020) and four partisan violence (Kalmoe & Mason, 2019) questions in 
a random order. As noted in Figure 5, the questions used “Democrat” and “Republican” depending on 
which was the in-party and out-party for the individual (and, hence, only those who indicated an affiliation 
with either party were administered the questions).  

Participants were asked to indicate which sources (if any) they have been following for election 
updates and were given the following options in a random order: CNN, ABC News, NBC News, CBS News, 
NPR, New York Times, Washington Post, Fox News, Breitbart, Other (with a free text box to specify). They 
then indicated the extent to which they trust/distrust the above sources on a scale from 1 – None at all 
to 5 – A great deal. They were also asked how closely they have been following the results of the election 
on a 4-point scale from 1 – Not following at all to 4 – Following very closely.  

Finally, participants were asked a series of questions about COVID-19 (which are outside the scope of 
the present investigation), a 4-item Cognitive Reflection Test (word problems that cue an incorrect 
intuitive response and therefore permits the assessment of one’s propensity to engage in analytic 
thinking; Frederick, 2005; Pennycook & Rand, 2019), and a 5-item political knowledge test that included 
multiple-choice questions such as “Whose responsibility is it to nominate judges to Federal Courts?” These 
were followed by the demographic questions.  
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Appendix A: Full Methods 
 
We recruited a target of 2,000 participants on November 10th, 2020 via Lucid (Coppock & Mcclellan, 2019), 
which quota-matches to the U.S. national distribution on age, gender, ethnicity, and region. In total, 2,667 
participants entered the survey. However, to retain data quality, we included an open-ended text 
response where participants had to correctly answer the following question to continue with the survey: 
“Puppy is to dog as kitten is to?”. In total, 470 participants failed this question and therefore did not 
contribute data. A further 179 participants did not finish the survey and were removed. The participants 
indicated voting in the following way: 617 voted for Trump, 1036 voted for Biden, 37 voted for a third-
party candidate, 163 did not vote for reasons outside of their control, 94 who did not vote but could have, 
30 who did not vote out of protest, and 41 who preferred not to say. 

Unsurprisingly, demographics differed for Biden and Trump voters. Biden voters were younger (MBiden 
= 42; MTrump = 51), more likely to have a college degree or higher (MBiden = 50%; MTrump = 39%), and less 
likely to be white (MBiden = 66% white; MTrump = 86% white). However, mean income (using a 10-point 
ladder scale) was roughly equivalent (MBiden = 5.7; MTrump = 5.5). Biden voters had the following gender 
breakdown: 514 male, 503 female, 5 transgender female, 4 transgender male, 5 trans/non-binary, 1 not 
listed, and 4 missing. Trump voters had the following gender breakdown: 289 male, 323 female, 1 
transgender male, and 4 missing. 

Participants first indicated who they voted for (if anyone) in the 2020 Presidential Election and, among 
those who indicated voting, we asked about the manner in which they voted. Unsurprisingly, many Biden 
voters indicated voting by mail (43%; 37% indicated voting in-person on election day and 20% indicated 
voting early in-person). In contrast, many Trump voters indicated voting in-person on election day (46%; 
27% indicated voting early in-person and 27% indicated voting by mail). Participants were then asked for 
party affiliation and political ideology.  

Participants were then asked, “Who do you believe won the 2020 Presidential Election?” and the 
response options were 0 = Definitely Joe Biden, 50 = It’s a toss-up, 100 = Definitely Donald Trump (note 
that these were reversed for half of the participants). Participants responded using a sliding scale. We 
then asked who they believed won the popular vote using the same scale (see Figure 2 for explanation of 
question wording). Of note, there was a missing parenthetical clarifying that “most votes” meant “won 
the popular vote” for one of the counterbalanced conditions of the voting question (the difference 
between counterbalance conditions was not significant for both Biden and Trump voters, p > .05). These 
questions were followed by two questions about whether it’s more important for Trump/Biden to be 
President than for votes to be counted (which we do not include in our write-up for brevity), and whether 
people believe the U.S. should be separated based on red and blue states (see Figure 5). These questions 
were followed by the voter fraud questions (see Figure 1).  

We then presented the following information to participants: “As you may know, news organizations 
(e.g., Fox News, NBC, ABC, the Associated Press) have called the election in favor of Joe Biden, saying that 
he is now the President-Elect.” This was followed by the questions about whether participants believe 
Biden is legitimately the next President and whether participants would accept the results if Trump 
conceded or lost his court challenges (as outlined in Figure 3). This block also included two questions that 
we did not include in our write-up: 1) “A Joe Biden Presidency would only be legitimate if Donald Trump 
concedes the election (that is, he says that Biden won)” – this question was not included in the write-up 
because it did not correlate with the other related questions, likely because some participants were 
confused by the wording. 2) “If elected leaders of the Republican party state that they believe Joe Biden 
has won the Presidency but Donald Trump does not concede (that is, he maintains that he won), would 
you side with Republican leaders or Donald Trump?” – this question was not included in the write-up 
because it is on a different scale than the other items (participants responded on a sliding scale from 0 = 
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Side with Republicans to 100 = Side with Trump) and thus hard to directly compare. These questions were 
followed (on a separate page) by the question about what people expect that they would do if Biden is 
inaugurated and Trump does not concede (Figure 4).  

Next, participants completed three partisan spite (Moore-Berg, Ankori-Karlinsky, Hameiri, & Bruneau, 
2020) and three partisan violence (Kalmoe & Mason, 2019) questions in a random order. We also asked 
participants if they would view it as acceptable to engage in violence if Biden/Trump is inaugurated – this 
item was not included in the overall partisan violence measure because it is not a direct comparison (i.e., 
Trump being inaugurated would be more outrage-inducing because he lost the election). As noted in 
Figure 5, the questions used “Democrat” and “Republican” depending on which was the in-party and out-
party for the individual (and, hence, only those who indicated an affiliation with either party were 
administered the questions).  

Participants were next asked to indicate which sources (if any) they have been following for election 
updates and were given the following options in a random order: CNN, ABC News, NBC News, CBS News, 
NPR, New York Times, Washington Post, Fox News, Breitbart, Other (with a free text box to specify). They 
then indicated the extent to which they trust/distrust the above sources on a scale from 1 – None at all 
to 5 – A great deal. They were also asked how closely they have been following the results of the election 
on a 4-point scale from 1 – Not following at all to 4 – Following very closely.  

Finally, participants were asked a series of questions about COVID-19 (which are outside the scope of 
the present investigation), a 4-item Cognitive Reflection Test (which assesses one’s propensity to engage 
in analytic thinking; Frederick, 2005; Pennycook & Rand, 2019), and a 5-item political knowledge test. 
These were followed by demographic questions. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B: Findings with only attentive participants 
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As a robustness check, we also report the data excluding people who failed the two attention check 
questions that occurred in the body of the study. As is evident below, these analyses are similar as to what 
is reported in the main text.  

In total, 835 participants failed one or both of these questions and were removed from the data file 
for the following analyses. This left the sample at 1,183 individuals, who voted in the following way: 384 
voted for Trump, 607 voted for Biden, 28 voted for a third-party candidate, 87 did not vote for reasons 
outside of their control, 50 who did not vote but could have, 14 who did not vote out of protest, and 13 
who preferred not to say.  
 

 

 
Figure 1. Belief in voter fraud. Percent of Biden (blue) versus Trump (red) voters who believe that voting (left panel) and 

specifically mail-in voting (right panel) is prone to fraud (top panel) or safe/reliable (bottom panel). 
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Figure 2. Belief in who won the election. Majorities of Trump voters believe him to have won the election, whereas Biden voters 
are confident that Biden won the election. Participants were asked “Who do you believe won the 2020 Presidential Election?” 
(left panel) and responded on a scale from 0 (Definitely Joe Biden) to 100 (Definitely Donald Trump), with 50 indicating “It’s a 

toss-up.” This was counterbalanced across participants so that half of the time 0 = Definitely Donald Trump (these were 
converted to be the opposite for ease of reporting). Participants were also asked (right panel) “Whether or not they win the 
electoral college (and therefore the election), who do you believe got the most total votes (i.e., won the popular vote) in the 

2020 Presidential Election?” or “Whether or not they win the electoral college (and therefore the election), who do you believe 
got the most total legal votes (i.e., won the popular vote excluding any fraudulent ballots) in the 2020 Presidential Election?” – 
including the word “legal” did not have an impact on the results among Trump voters, t(1020) = .837, p = .403, or Biden voters, 

t(602) = 1.56, p = .119, and thus we collapsed across wordings in the figure. The order of the response scale was also 
counterbalanced across participants for the voting question. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Testing the strength of the belief that Trump won. Few Trump voters believe that Biden has been legitimately elected 
President (22%). However, many Trump voters would view Biden’s Presidency as legitimate if Trump concedes (51%) or does not 

concede but loses his various legal challenges (46%). 
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Figure 4. Forecasted behavior following the inauguration. Percent of Biden (blue) and Trump (red) voters forecasting different 
reactions to the hypothetical of Biden becoming President despite a lack of concession from Trump. Note that the question 

wording was not exactly as stated in the figure. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Partisan violence and spite. Percent of Biden (blue) and Trump (red) voters’ views on select questions relating to 
partisan spite (top panel) and violence (middle panel). A minority of both Trump and Biden voters wish to break the United 
States up along party lines (bottom panel). Note that the question wording has been slightly shortened here in some cases. 

Table 1. Correlations among major variables. 
 

 

Mainstream 
News Trust 

Fox News 
Trust 

Breitbart 
Trust 

Following 
Election News 

Political 
Knowledge 

Cognitive 
Reflection 

Trump 
Voters 

(a) Election fraud  -.439*** -.147** -.122* .140** .220*** .010 

(b) Trump won  -.405*** -.124* -.127* .125* .179** -.136** 

(c) Trump won vote -.322*** -.100* -.137* .117* .121* -.201*** 

(d) Accept Biden if 
Trump concedes? 

.331*** .143** .103* -.056 -.155** .087ϯ 

(e) Accept Biden if 
Trump loses in court? 

.370*** .202*** .190*** -.053 -.123* .102ϯ 

Biden (a) Election fraud  -.303*** .217*** .143** -.299*** -.311*** -.055 
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Voters 

 (b) Trump won  -.158*** .131** .076ϯ -.106* -.177*** -.039 

 (c) Trump won vote -.147*** .221*** .078ϯ -.105* -.157*** -.078ϯ 

Partial correlations (rp) between various measures of interest and (a) belief that election fraud is prevalent in the U.S., (b) that 
Trump won the election, (c) that Trump won the popular vote, (d) accepting Biden as President if Trump concedes, and (e) 
accepting Biden as President if Trump loses election battles in court. Covariates: Age, education (less than college/college 

degree or higher), income level, ethnicity (white/non-white), and gender (male/female). NTrump = 354; NBiden = 939. ***p<.001, 
**p<.01, *p<.05, ϯp<.10. 
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